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ABSTRACT

Fractal coding often blurs or smoothes images� In par�
ticular� edges are poorly coded due to the choice of the
distortion measure� Indeed� mean square error possesses
no edge preserving property� The solution proposed in
this article is to code using fractals and to introduce the
L� norm or the absolute value distortion measure� The
visual quality of the coded images with the L� norm
is improved� However� the computational complexity of
the coder is drastically increased� It may be kept low by
preprocessing using an edge detection scheme to select
the pertinent measure� The reconstruction algorithm
remains the same�

� INTRODUCTION

Automatic fractal coding algorithms on still images were
�rst introduced by Barnsley and Jacquin ��� and im�
proved by others� see ��� for example� The main idea
is to model one block 	range block
 of an image with
an a�ne transformation of another one 	domain block

taken from the image itself� The matching domain
block and transformation minimize the mean square er�
ror between the range block and the transformed domain
block�
However� the coded image is often a blurred� due to

the choice of the distortion measure� The mean square
error possesses no edge preserving property and does not
correspond to the human perception ��� �� One solution�
proposed by Jacquin in ��� is block classi�cation� with
respect to geometric characteristics� shade� midrange�
or edge blocks� Only the class which the range block
belongs to is searched� Edges are better coded and the
computation time is reduced� Fisher proposes another
direction of research in ���� detection and separate cod�
ing of chains of edges�

The solution presented here is to use the L� norm or
absolute value distortion measure�

� FRACTAL CODING

��� General Notations

The size of the original image is M � M pixels� The
range block size is N � N pixels� denoted ri� with
i � �� �� ���� N���� Domain blocks are blocks of original
size �N � �N pixels� decimated by a factor of two in
both directions� Pixels in the decimated domain blocks
are denoted di� with i � �� �� ���� N���� The scaling fac�
tor� �� and the o�set� t� de�ne the a�ne transformation�
The maximum allowed scaling factor is �max� Conver�
gence of the reconstruction is guaranteed for �max � ��
However� for improved results� �max � � is often used�
For each range block� all the domain blocks are consid�
ered and the one with the smallest error is the matching
one�

��� L� Norm

The error to minimize is�

e� � min
��t

N�
��X

i��

	�di � t� ri

�

subject to

j�j � �max�

Since e� is a di�erentiable function� this is a simple min�
imization problem� solved by setting the partial deriva�
tives of e� with respect to � and t to zero ����

��� L� Norm

The error to minimize is�
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����� Linear Programming Problem

Since the function e� is not di�erentiable� the problem
and its constraint are �rst linearized to obtain the equiv�
alent problem ����
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where � � a� � a�� t � b� � b�� M is any large number�
and i � �� �� ���� N� � ��

����� Modi�cation of the Simplex Algorithm

The constraints de�ne a convex set� The solution of the
minimization problem is one of its vertices� The Simplex
algorithm allows to go from one vertex to another� until
the minimum is reached� as described for example in ����

The modi�cation of the Simplex algorithm� developed
in ��� ��� passes through several vertices in a single iter�
ation� The minimum is achieved using fewer iterations
and less memory�

� EDGE DETECTION

��� Complexity Comparison

Since every 	range� domain
 block pair can be consid�
ered independently of the others� the numbers of oper�
ations are evaluated for every such pair� Moreover� this
algorithm may be implemented in parallel�

For every 	range� domain
 block pair� the L� algo�
rithm� as implemented� requires approximately

N� adds or subtractions
N� multiplies or divisions

and the L� algorithm requires

� � i �N� adds or subtractions
	� � s
 � i �N� multiplies or divisions

where i is the number of iterations and s the num�
ber of vertices passed through in one iteration� For a
���� ��� image� with range block size �� �� the aver�
age values are for i � � and s � �� As a consequence�
the computation time for the L� algorithm is �� times
longer than the L� algorithm�

��� Gradient Operators

To reduce the computational burden� edges are �rst de�
tected in the original image� with gradient operators ����

A pair of Sobel masks H� and H� measure the gradient
g of the image u in two orthogonal directions�
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� � �
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� �
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p
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A threshold is computed using the cumulative his�
togram of g� so that ��� of pixels with largest gradi�
ents are declared edges� In a �mixed� algorithm� range
blocks containing at least one pixel declared edge is
coded with the L� norm� The L� norm is used for other
blocks� For ��� � ��� images and � � � range blocks�
only one third of the range blocks are coded with the
L� norm� with a corresponding reduction in computa�
tion time�

� RESULTS

��� Signal�to�Noise Ratio

The general de�nition of the signal to noise ratio 	SNR

is�

SNR � �� log
��

	original energy


	error energy


The energy of a signal is its norm� leading to two di�er�
ent de�nitions�
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� �� log
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where originali and codedi denote pixels in the orig�
inal and coded images� respectively� As expected� the
signal�to�noise ratio computed with SNRL�

is always
better with the L� norm than with the L� norm� and
vice�versa� Hence� no conclusion can be drawn from the
numerical results�

��� Subjective Visual Quality

The L�� L�� and mixed algorithms are qualitatively eval�
uated from the decoded images� Because of the large
computational burden� even with the mixed algorithm�
the algorithms are tested only with ��� � ��� images
and � � � range blocks� Since the blocks are relatively
large compared to the image size� none of the coded im�
ages are of very high quality� However� some promising
conclusions can be drawn�



Edges are clearly better coded and images are glob�
ally sharper with the L� algorithm� There are no visual
di�erences between the L� algorithm and the mixed one�
Uniform areas are similarly coded with the three algo�
rithms�

Figure � presents the original ��� � ��� �camera�
image� Figures �� are the decoded images obtained
with the three algorithms for � � � range blocks and
a bit rate of ���� bit per pixel� The quantization of
the transformation o�set coe�cients� t� is based on a
Laplacian density� while the scaling coe�cients� � are
quantized based on a uniform density� With the L� and
mixed algorithms� edges are sharper� see the man�s eye�
But some other details disappear� see the camera in the
man�s hand� Figure � is the original ��� � ��� �ape�
image� and �gures ��� are the decoded images�

� CONCLUSION

A new approach for a better coding of edges was pre�
sented here� The L� norm was used instead of the L�
norm� It implies a considerable increase of the compu�
tational load� reduced by including an edge detection
pre�processing�

Further improvements include a better classi�cation
of edge�non�edge range blocks� For example� textures
are detected as edges� although they are not better
coded with the L� algorithm� More e�cient edge de�
tection procedures and solutions of the non�linear min�
imization problem could also be used�
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